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Abstract

In this manuscript, spatial diversity for in-factory environ-
ments is considered. The proposed scheme uses multiple
antennas at a transmitter and a receiver, and also multiple
relay terminals to provide diversity gain against fading and
shadowing. If the separation of antennas at the transmitter
or the receiver is not enough, then diversity gain is influ-
enced by correlation at the transmitter or the receiver. This
manuscript shows the analytical and numerical results of the
effects of transmit and receive correlations on bit error per-
formance of the proposed spatial diversity scheme.

1. Introduction

Wireless control of industrial machines is a promising
application of wireless communications [1, 2, 3]. The wire-
less transmission of control data is inevitable for moving
objects, such as traveling carriages or wheeled robots. Fur-
thermore, freedom from control wires offers the factory lay-
out flexibility of machines.

For the realization of wireless control in factories, com-
munications reliability is essential. One important factor of
reliability loss is multipath fading [3, 4]. In factories, radio
waves reflected by metal equipment have large amplitudes
that cause large attenuation if combined destructively with a
direct wave [4]. In addition, the coherent bandwidth of the
fading tends to be large compared with the signals, which
may have low speed to carry a relatively small amount of
control data. As a result, multipath fading attenuates the
power of the signal in all its bandwidth and causes the loss
of reliable communications.

In addition to multipath fading, the effects of shadow-
ing must be considered, since large metallic machines may
interrupt the paths between a transmitter and a receiver.

For both multipath fading and shadowing, we have al-
ready proposed a spatial diversity scheme with multiple
transmit and receive antennas and relay terminals [5]. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates the basic concept of the spatial diversity
scheme proposed in [5]. Multiple antennas at a mobile ter-
minal (MT) and a base station (BS) provide diversity gain
against fading, while multiple relay terminals (RTs) located
in the lines of sight to BS provide diversity gain against
shadowing.

It is not difficult to put RTs with large separation be-
tween them to ensure independence in shadowing. How-
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Figure 1: Spatial diversity with multiple-antennas and relay
terminals.
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Figure 2: The transmitter.

ever, due to the physical size limitations of the MT and BS,
it may not be easy to maintain independence of branches
to fading with enough large separation of antennas. This is
known as transmit and receive correlations [6].

In this manuscript, the amount of performance degrada-
tion due to transmit and receive correlations is analytically
derived in a closed form in Sec. 3. Then the results are com-
pared with the results of numerical simulations in Sec. 4.

2. System Model

2.1. Mobile Terminal
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This manuscript concentrates on uplink performance.
Figure 2 illustrates the equivalent low-pass model of the
transmitter at the MT. The input data of 2I bits are mapped
into the QPSK symbols {x[i]} based on Gray encoding as:

{x[1], · · · ,x[i], · · · ,x[I]}, (1)

where I denotes the number of symbols in a frame and

x[i] ∈ {exp(± jπ/4),exp(± j3π/4)}. (2)

The symbols are then transmitted from the M antennas
using the Space-Time Block Code (STBC) [7, 8].

Let the signal transmitted from the m-th transmit an-
tenna in the i-th symbol interval be sm[i], and then a set of all
signals transmitted from the M antennas in the i-th symbol
interval is denoted by vector

sss[i] = (s1[i], · · · ,sM[i])T , (3)

where T is the transpose of the vector. For example, if M =
2,

sss[i] =
(

s1[i]
s2[i]

)
=


√

Es

2

(
x[i]

x[i+1]

)
(i: even)√

Es

2

(
−x∗[i+1]

x∗[i]

)
(i: odd)

, (4)

where Es denotes the total signal energy for the transmission
of sss[i] from the M transmit antennas.

2.2. Channel between MT and RTs
Signals transmitted from the M antennas, which are in-

fluenced by fading and shadowing are received by each RT.
Let the number of all RTs be L.

The set of signals received in the i-th symbol interval at
all L RTs can be denoted by vector,

rrrr[i] =


rr1 [i]
rr2 [i]

...
rrL [i]

=


a11 a12 · · · a1M
a21 a22 · · · a2M

...
...

. . .
...

aL1 aL2 · · · aLM




s1[i]
s2[i]

...
sM[i]

+


nr1 [i]
nr2 [i]

...
nrL [i]

 ,(5)

= AAAsss[i]+nnnr[i], (6)

where rrl [i] is the signal received at the l-th RT in the i-th
symbol interval and alm denotes complex channel gain be-
tween the l-th RT and the m-th antenna of the MT. The ele-
ments of vector nnnr[i], {nr1 [i],nr2 [i], · · · ,nrL [i]}, denote noise
components at the output of each demodulator of RTs and
are assumed to be zero mean independently and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian random variables with
variance N0.

Slow Rayleigh fading and log-normal shadowing envi-
ronments are assumed on the channel between the MT and
RTs. On this assumption, alm becomes a random variable
whose instantaneous value changes due to fading and mean-
square value changes due to shadowing.

The same shadowing effect is assumed on the channels
between the same l-th RT and all M transmit antennas. Then
the probability density function of E[|alm|2] = Zl becomes

pZl (Z)=
10log10 e√

2πσZ
exp

(
− 1

2σ2

(
10log10 Z+

ln10
20

σ2
)2

)
,

(7)
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Figure 3: The relay terminal.

where σ denotes the standard deviation of log-normal shad-
owing [9].

At each RT, fluctuations of signals from the M transmit
antennas to the RT due to fading are correlated, but not for
different RTs. In this case, for a given Zl , the correlation
matrix of alm is

E




a11
a12

...
aLM

(a∗11,a
∗
12, · · · ,a∗LM)

=


Z1RRRtx 000 · · · 000

000 Z2RRRtx · · · 000
...

...
. . .

...
000 000 · · ·ZLRRRtx

(8)

=diag(Z1, · · · ,ZL)⊗RRRtx, (9)

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product and diag(· · ·) de-
notes a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are · · · .
Matrix RRRtx denotes the transmit correlation matrix [10] at
MT. In a Rayleigh fading environment, each element of AAA is
a complex Gaussian random variable with mean zero whose
correlation matrix is given by Eq. (9).

2.3. Relay Terminals

Figure 3 illustrates the RT that receives signals from the
M antennas of the MT and retransmits them to the BS.

The l-th RT estimates the complex gains
{al1,al2, · · · ,alM}. In this study, perfect estimation is
assumed. Then received signals {rrl [1],rrl [2], · · · ,rrl [i], · · ·}
are demapped using the estimates based on STBC into
signals {yl [1],yl [2], · · · ,yl [i], · · · ,y[I]}.

The resulting signal yl [i] consists of data x[i] and noise
terms. For example, if M = 2, yl [2i] and yl [2i + 1] can be
written as follows:(

yl [2i]
yl [2i+1]

)
=

(
a∗l1 al2
a∗l2 −al1

)(
rrl [2i]

r∗rl
[2i+1]

)
(10)

= (|al1|2 + |al2|2)
(

x[2i]
x[2i+1]

)
+

(
a∗l1nr1 [2i]+al2n∗r1

[2i+1]
a∗l2nr1 [2i]−al1n∗r1

[2i+1]

)
.(11)

Signals {yl [1],yl [2], · · · ,yl [i], · · · ,yl [I]} are then pro-
cessed by the ML detecter to obtain estimates of data sym-
bols {x̂l [1], x̂l [2], · · · , x̂l [i], · · · , x̂l [I]}. From these x̂l [i]s, esti-
mates of transmitted signals ŝssl [i] = (ŝ1l [i], ŝ2l [i], · · · , ŝMl [i])

T

are generated by mapping based on STBC. Each RT then
retransmits signal srl [i], which is obtained by the following
equation:

srl [i] = α(al1,al2, · · · ,alM) · (ŝ1l [i], ŝ2l [i], · · · , ŝMl [i])
T , (12)
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to the BS. In the above equation, α is a constant value.
The set of all signals retransmitted from all L RTs to the

BS at the i-th symbol interval can be written by vector

sssr[i] = (sr1 [i],sr2 [i], · · · ,srL [i])
T . (13)

By employing sss[i], Eq. (13) can be rewritten as

sssr[i] = α(AAAsss[i]+ eeer[i]), (14)

where eeer[i] denotes the errors introduced at the RTs.
Signal srl [i] is simultaneously retransmitted from each

RT to BS at the same carrier frequency, which is different
from that for the channels between MT and RTs.

2.4. Channel between RTs and BS
Signals retransmitted from the L RTs are influenced by

fading and received by the BS with N antennas.
The set of signals received in the i-th symbol interval at

the BS is given by
r1[i]
r2[i]

...
rN [i]

 =


b11 b12 · · · b1L
b21 b22 · · · b2L

...
...

. . .
...

bN1 bN2 · · · bNL




sr1 [i]
sr2 [i]

...
srL [i]

+


n′1[i]
n′2[i]

...
n′N [i]

 ,

(15)

where rn[i] denotes the received signal at the n-th receive
antenna, n′n[i] denotes the noise sample, which is a complex
Gaussian random variable with mean zero and variance N0,
and bnl denotes complex channel gain between the l-th RT
and the n-th receive antenna.

Since RTs are placed in the lines of sight to BS, sig-
nals transmitted from the RTs arrive at BS without shad-
owing, but multipath fading may still affect signal strength.
At the BS, signals from the same RT are assumed to have
correlated fluctuations, while signals from different RTs are
assumed to have uncorrelated fluctuations. Thus the corre-
lation matrix of bnls is given by

E




b11
b21

...
bNL

(b∗11,b
∗
21, · · · ,b∗NL)

=


RRRrx 000 · · · 000
000 RRRrx · · · 000
...

...
. . .

...
000 000 · · · RRRrx

(16)

= IIIL ⊗RRRrx, (17)

where IIIL denotes L×L identity matrix and RRRrx denotes N×
N receive correlation matrix [10].

In the worst case scenario, such as a heavily cluttered
LOS [4], fading can be assumed to be Rayleigh, and then
channel gains bnls are multivariate complex Gaussian ran-
dom variables with mean zero and a covariance matrix given
by Eq. (16).

All received signals at N receiving antennas in the i-th
symbol interval can also be written by a vector form:

rrr[i] = BBBsssr[i]+nnn′[i], (18)

where rrr[i] is a N dimensional vector that consists of {rn[i]}s,
BBB is a N ×L channel matrix which consists of {bnl}s, and
nnn′[i] is a N dimensional vector which consists of {n′n[i]}s.
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Figure 4: Signal flow between the transmitter and receiver
through relay terminals.
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Figure 5: The receiver of the base station.

To summarize the system model, Fig. 4 shows the signal
flow diagram from MT to BS. Signals transmitted from MT
are received at BS through MIMO channel HHH = BBBAAA. By
substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (18), received signals rrr[i] can
be rewritten as

rrr[i] = αBBBAAAsss[i]+αBBBeeer[i]+nnn′[i] (19)
= αHHHsss[i]+nnn[i], (20)

where nnn[i] = nnn′[i]+αBBBeeer[i].

2.5. Base Station

Figure 5 illustrates the BS system model. Received
signals rrr[i] are demapped based on STBC demapper us-
ing the estimate of channel matrix HHH, and resulting signals
{y[1],y[2], · · · ,y[i], · · · ,y[I]} are obtained.

For example, if M = 2, the demapped received signals
are given by(

y[2i]
y[2i+1]

)
=

N

∑
n=1

(
h∗n1 hn2
h∗n2 −hn1

)(
rn[2i]

r∗n[2i+1]

)
, (21)

where hnm denotes the (n,m)-th element of channel matrix
HHH.

Based on signals {y[1],y[2], · · · ,y[i], · · · ,y[I]}, estimates
of data symbols {x̂[1], x̂[2], · · · , x̂[i], · · · , x̂[I]} are obtained
by maximum likelihood detection.

3. Effect of Transmit and Receive Correlations on Bit
Error Rate
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When L >> M,N, bit error rate can be approximated by

pe(γ|AAA,BBB) ≈ exp

(
− γ

2ML

N

∑
n=1

L

∑
l=1

λl |βnl |2
)

, (22)

where γ denotes the average signal to noise ratio (SNR) for
each receive antenna [11]. The value of γ contains both the
error introduced at RTs and the noise at BS. In the equation,
{λ1,λ2, · · · ,λL} are L eigenvalues of matrix

CCC = AAAAAAH , (23)

and βnl is obtained by

(βn1,βn2, · · · ,βnL)T = UUUH(bn1,bn2, · · · ,bnL)T , (24)

where UUU is a unitary matrix that satisfies the following equa-
tion:

CCC = UUUΛΛΛUUUH . (25)

Now let us average bit error probability, given by
Eq. (22), over the distribution of BBB. Since elements {bnl}
of channel matrix BBB are transformed by Eq. (24) into {βnl}
on the right side of Eq. (22), the probability distribution of
{βnl} should be derived from the probability distribution of
{bnl}.

Elements {bnl} of channel matrix BBB are multivariate
complex Gaussian random variables with mean zero and
covariance matrix given by Eq. (16). Thus from Eq. (24),
{βnl} are also multivariate complex Gaussian random vari-
ables with mean zero and covariance matrix PPPβ , where PPPβ
is a NL×NL matrix given by [12]

PPPβ = E




β11
β21

...
βNL

(β ∗
11,β ∗

21, · · · ,β ∗
NL)

 .

= E

UUUH ⊗ IIIN


b11
b21

...
bNL

(b∗11,b
∗
21, · · · ,b∗NL)UUU ⊗ IIIN

 .

= (UUUH ⊗ IIIN)(IIIL ⊗RRRrx)(UUU ⊗ IIIN).
= IIIL ⊗RRRrx. (26)

The covariance matrix given by the above equation is ex-
actly identical to that given by Eq. (16). This fact means
that the correlation matrix is invariant under transformation
by unitary matrix UUU .

For simple notation, let us define NL dimensional vec-
tor:

βββ = (β11,β21, · · · ,βN1,β12, · · · ,βN2, · · · ,β1L, · · · ,βNL.)
(27)

Then the joint probability density function of βββ is given by

p(βββ ) =
1

(2π)NL(detPPPβ )
exp

(
−1

2
βββ HPPP−1

β βββ
)

. (28)

By employing the joint probability density function of
βββ , given by Eq. (28), Eq. (22) can be averaged as

pe(γ|AAA) ≈
∫

βββ
exp

(
− γ

2ML

N

∑
n=1

L

∑
l=1

λl |βnl |2
)

p(βββ )dβββ

=
1

det
( γ

ML diag(λ1, · · · ,λL)⊗RRRrx + IIINL
) .(29)

In Eq. (29), if L >> M, the rank of matrix CCC becomes
M and thus

λM+1 = λM+2 = · · · = λL = 0. (30)

If γ is large,

γ
ML

λl >> 1, ∀l ∈ [0,M], (31)

and the denominator of Eq. (29) can be approximated as

det
( γ

ML
diag(λ1, · · · ,λM)⊗RRRrx

)
. (32)

With this approximation, Eq. (29) can be rewritten as

pe(γ|AAA) ≈
( γ

ML

)−MN 1

(det(diag(λ1, · · · ,λM)))N (detRRRrx)
M .

(33)

Let us next consider the average of Eq. (33) over the
probability distribution of AAA. First, AAA can be transformed
into AAA′ as

AAA′ = AAARRR−1/2
tx . (34)

Then each element of AAA′ is mutually uncorrelated. Eq. (33)
can be rewritten by using AAA′ as

pe(γ|AAA′) ≈
(
(detRRRtx)

1
M (detRRRrx)

1
N

γ
ML

)−MN 1(
detAAA′HAAA′)N .

(35)

In the above equation, probability distribution of AAA′HAAA′ be-
comes the product of Wishart [13] and log-normal distri-
butions, which complicates averaging Eq. (35). However,
the amount of SNR degradation due to transmit and receive
correlations can be given by Eq. (35). In this equation, each
element of AAA′ is uncorrelated, and thus it does not contain
any effects of transmit or receive correlations. Hence even
if pe(γ|AAA′) is not averaged over the probability distribution
of AAA′, SNR degradation due to transmit and receive correla-
tions can be given as

(detRRRtx)
1
M (detRRRrx)

1
N . (36)
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4. Numerical Examples

4.1. Parameters for Simulations

In simulations for numerical examples, the standard de-
viation of log-normal shadowing σ is assumed to be 8 [dB],
which is a moderate value in factory environments [4].

Both the numbers of antennas at MT (M) and BS (N)
are assumed to be two, and their transmit and receive corre-
lations matrices have form

RRRtx =
( 1 ctx

c∗tx 1

)
, (37)

and

RRRrx =
( 1 crx

c∗rx 1

)
, (38)

respectively [10].
For simplicity of discussion, all distances, or average

propagation losses, between MT and RT are assumed to be
the same, and the same assumption is applied between RTs
and BS. It is also assumed that α = 1/L. Under these as-
sumptions,(

|aaal · sss[i]|2
|nrl [i]|2

)
=

(
|bbbn · sssr[i]|2
|n′n[i]|2

)
= γ, ∀l,n. (39)

In this equation, aaal is the l-th row vector of AAA given in
Eq. (6), and bbbn denotes the n-th row vector of BBB given in
Eq. (18).

4.2. Average Bit Error Rate

Figure 6 shows average bit error rate as a function of
SNR given in Eq. (39). In this figure, moderate correla-
tion (ctx = 0.75+ j0.08) is assumed at the transmitter (MT)
and light correlation (crx = 0.30) is assumed at the re-
ceiver (BS) [14]. For comparison, performance without an-
tenna correlation ctx = crx = 0 is also shown.

The figure also shows performance degradation caused
by transmit/receive correlation. An increase of L (the num-
ber of RTs) provides performance improvement. Under the
presence of antenna correlations, diversity gains at BER =
10−3 compared to L = 2 are 4 [dB] with L = 3 and 8 [dB]
with L = 5.

From the figure, performance with correlation is inferior
to performance without correlation (non-correlative). The
amount of performance degradation at BER = 10−3 is al-
ways about 1 to 2 [dB] for various values of L including an
extreme case, i.e., L = 20. In other words, the degree of per-
formance degradation caused by transmit and receive corre-
lations is not sensitive to the number of RTs. This fact im-
plies that performance degradation due to correlations can
be compensated for by increasing the number of RTs.

Note that the amount of performance degradation 1–
2 [dB] agrees with the result of Eq. (36), which sug-
gests that the amount of performance degradation is
(detRRRtx detRRRrx)

1
2 = −2.07 [dB].
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Figure 6: Average bit error rate in a shadowing environ-
ment.
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Figure 7: Outage Probability that the bit error rate exceeds
10−3.

4.3. Outage Probability of Bit Error Rate

The outage probability that the bit error rate exceeds
10−3 as a function of SNR in Fig. 7 also shows similar
characteristics to average bit error rate. Outage probabil-
ity also decreases due to transmit and receive correlations.
Note that the amount of performance degradation is about
1 [dB], which also agrees with the result of Eq. (36).

4.4. Comparison of Theoretical and Numerical Results
with Various Correlation Matrices

In the above subsections, numerical examples are shown
for a set of relatively light correlations. To discuss the ef-
fects of correlations, two additional cases [10] are consid-
ered in this subsection.

Table 1 shows the degree of performance degradation
caused by correlations, measured by the required average
SNR at BER 10−5. In the table, i1 is the light correlation
case discussed in the previous subsections. The moderately
correlating case is i2 , and i3 provides heavy correlations.

The numerical examples in the table shows that large
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Table 1: Performance degradation at BER = 10−5.

ctx crx by Eq.(36) by Simulation (L = 5) by Simulation (L = 20)i1 0.75+j0.08 0.30 -2.07 [dB] -1.68 [dB] -1.80 [dB]i2 -0.12-j0.18 -0.61+j0.77 -7.38 [dB] -4.36 [dB] -5.36 [dB]i3 -0.61+j0.77 -0.61+j0.77 -14.6 [dB] -9.40 [dB] -10.3 [dB]

correlations result in large degradations. It is also shown
that for all three cases, the degree of performance degrada-
tion is insensitive to the number of RTs.

The examples in the table also show that the results
given by Eq. (36) overestimate performance degradation,
particularly in large correlation cases such as i3 . One rea-
son for this overestimation is the approximation given by
Eq. (32). If the correlation is high, then the non-diagonal
elements of RRRrx become large, and Eq. (32) becomes much
smaller than the denominator of Eq. (29). Thus the amount
of degradation is overestimated.

5. Conclusion

In this manuscript, performance of an MIMO diversity
scheme with relay terminals in the presence of transmit
and receive correlations was analyzed and evaluated. From
analytical and numerical evaluations, the amount of per-
formance degradation was given as a function of transmit
and receive correlations. It is also shown that performance
degradation due to the correlations can be compensated for
by increasing the number of RTs.
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